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To Sarah Evans, Abby Fernald, and Craig Moore
For teaching me not to be remembered, but to show the
following generation of writers how to find it within themselves
to create. Thank you.
And to Emily Harris, Niamh Kirkwood, and Emily Wise
For being that following generation. Good luck, and as always,
Write On ->
<3
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Fiction is the base of all idea creation. Striving
to imagine, to create, is as noble a pursuit as
any and is arguably the most noble of them
all. In this, all writing seeks to be a cornerstone, a birth of ideas in the audience’s mind.
Every piece says something, and makes the
most of the opportunity it is given. There will
be No Blank Page.
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With my final goodbye having already graced my lips,
It is time I awake, rising from leaves, taking the sky.
This, my domain: I spin, dancing in leaps and dips
A constellation on your heart, skin, and old mind.

I, a mother’s love, a mentor, flighting guide
Ever playful. I bat my eyes and wings,
No mouth to hum or sing, I don’t ask why
My life’s too short for futile things.

So soon I lay to rest, nighttime returning near,
No longer needing food, nor sleep.
Instead I move with pride and lacking fear;
I’ll lie to humble rest, my soul to keep.

I am spinning on and on away from you,
You, who’s seen my short time and stolen
My form and adorned your own with inked tattoos,
With powerful meaning, medusa, a semi-colon,

And me. I love you. You.

“I’ll lie to
humble rest,
my soul to
keep.”

It is times like these, during the great plague, when I
truly cannot help myself from pondering why it is that
humans behave in the way we do.

I am aware of the turn life has taken. Everyone can see
the sickness and darkness in the full, blinding gaze of
the sun. Art shows us how we have felt, but the shining laughter on the children’s faces as they run around
corpses decaying in the narrow street shows us the
resilience, in human nature, to feel vulnerable.

In my case, my wife is my vulnerability.

I paint her visage with sweeping detail, and intricate
generalization. Over time, we have together experienced life; through poverty, wealth, joy, and loss, I
have loved her. A simple measure of time can no longer
encompass the full meaning of our bond.

Instead, my paintings have done so.

I treasure them as much as I love her (despite my efforts, they cannot capture my muse's true beauty), as
each piece became a moment in time, captured. Some,
of grace and beauty. Others, of thunderous power and
strength. She holds my heart while I carry the paintbrush, hastily trying to color in the adoration I have
for her.

This was years ago. Now, in the midst of a
worldwide crisis, the
immortalization of
my true love has faded from my mind as has
the sight from my eyes. Sickness befell us,
devastating all we knew. What is a painter
without his sight? What is a husband who can
never see his wife again?

She is still beautiful. Life is, as well- sounds
ringing from left to right as strikingly as Yellow
Ochre over Prussian Blue. It hurts every day
that I cannot love in the same way I always
have. It hurts every day to wonder if my sight
is simply the first of my worldly senses to go; I
wonder if the rats squeaking in the street will
soon climb over my body as carelessly as the
bell tolls at church during mass.

My wife assures me that all is not gone, and
that love remains. Through all, love will always
remain.

Her words are a testament to the hope she
gives to anyone willing to listen long enough.

Love remains. In the dark, in the doubt.

It remains.
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I met Icarus on the way down and he told me as he fell:
“Dreams are worth it if they’re the only way out.”

And it was past my time to die,
I was twelve and it only felt right
That I made myself into poetry,
So it made more sense that were was no meaning-

But I was never meant to be read.
I am a giant, I am a terror, I swear the biggest threat
To everything I knew to be true when I was young.
I found the harsh way there’s no good way to be sung.

And it was not my time to die,
Not prepared, It could only feel right
To kill myself into poetry,
And I learned so fast how to find my own meaning.

I caught a glimpse of that kid when she first opened her eyes:
I said, “Dreams are worth it if they’re the only way out.”

Music II know I’ll forget one day… and can’t wait to rediscover

Hot Sugar– Glass Animals
Constellations– The Oh Hellos
Blossoms– The Amazing Devil
HVY MTL DRMR– Des Rocs
Jukebox Hero– Foreigner
Flight of the Crows– Jhariah
Epilogue– Z Berg
Solar Waltz– Cosmo Sheldrake
Daughter– Youth
Honeydew– Young Prisms
All at Once– Bear Ghost

I Believe in Peace– Shayfer
James

Fences– Destroy Boys
Happy Life– Roland Faunte
Winter: Will– The Arcadian
Wild
Forever and Always– Zeph
Wish You Were Here– Pink
Floyd
I Talk in My Sleep– The
Crane Wives
Agoraphobia– Autoheart

Sleepwalk– Forest day
All I’ve Ever Known–
Bahamas
A Good Song Never Dies–
Saint Motel
Particles– Nothing But
Thieves
Brother– Gerard Way
Typical Story– Hobo Johnson
Suffocate– Hayd

All at Once– Bear Ghost

Sleepwalk– Forest day

Fences– Destroy Boys

C’est la vie– Weathers

Happy Life– Roland Faunte

2012– Will Wood

Winter: Will– The Arcadian Wild

Hell’s Comin With Me– Poor Man’s
Poison

Forever and Always– Zeph
Wish You Were Here– Pink Floyd
I Talk in My Sleep– The Crane
Wives

Agoraphobia– Autoheart
Odo– Ado

Hold it In– Jukebox the Ghost
Blood Hands– Royal Blood
House of the Rising Sun–
The Animals
Hug All Your Friends– Cavetown

Flowers For Sale
He basks in sunlit orange groves by day
And feels around with vines that bind his hands,
Thorns in his eyes and windswept hair of clay,
There is no place for him, he understands.
Once his heart knew love, where it now knows loam
But she’s long gone in yesterday’s flowers,

Her sapphire eyes kiss the fields he will roam
Though once before he’d stare at them for hours.
In time he’s lost which stone denotes her bed,
It matters not. He trods along the same,
Picking flowers left behind for the dead,
He sells them, dollar twenty, without shame.
Dirt caked under nails and sorrow filled eyes,
Without her love, it seems that nature dies.

NO

A Memoir
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Picture me, a couple months old,
hardly able to giggle but having
already said my first and favorite
word: no. And if you actually knew
me that young, you’d know that
the reason “no” was what I first
spoke was most certainly because
it was what I had to be told most
often.
Mischief and exploration were all
that I cared about, and I’ll be the
first to tell you that I still very
much treasure these values in my
mission through life. However, the
road of barely nefarious inconveniences is not for the faint hearted
as you will have to be well prepared to hear the word no, All.
The. Time. Aside from my slight
grudge against negative reinforcement (which, in my case, was lovingly more than necessary), my
relationship with the word no is as
close to a literal rollercoaster as I
believe you can get. And it all really started when I got absolutely
screamed at in front of the whole
class in fifth grade.
Granted I probably deserved it. All
throughout elementary school I
was a delinquent of a kid, who believed she deserved everything on a
silver platter and I would get it
without even asking; not because I
was a golden child, but because I

pretty much had it down to a science how to get most teachers and
my snotty nosed peers to like me.
My mother being a teacher at the
school I attended helped, but I certainly wasn’t afraid to get my
hands dirty. I didn’t even pull my
stunts for grades, to avoid getting
in trouble- I did it because I was
bored, and being a little shit was
fun. Of course, not even I was perfect; subsequently, my fifth-grade
teacher Mrs. James (who, upon
getting older, I’ve seen a little tipsy
and is probably the funniest person ever) caught me unbelievably
red handed and made an absolute
fool of my ego and character in
front of the vicious gifted class of
2015. I sprinted out of the room
crying, light-up sneakers and all,
to go to the safest place I knew: my
mom’s classroom.
From that moment on I stopped
being the drama. For real, that was
one of the harshest ‘no’s that could
ever grace this universe, delivered
like the hardest slap-in-the-face
reality check imaginable. But this
only began what I consider my
relationship with the word ‘no’.
The next time I brushed up with
the familiar onslaught of rejection
was a long time later, and in an
unfortunately different way. Five

years later as a Sophomore in high
school, I was presented with an
opportunity I had only ever seen
my friends try: a relationship.
From what I had observed
throughout middle school, I felt
like I could confidently go through
the motions with relative ease. I
was dead wrong.

And still then waiting, waiting and
watching and hoping and thinking
and crying but still then waiting
for no to come back. Blaming myself, fighting myself, nightly terrors
I still can’t really shake (but they,
oh they make me tremble like a
leaf), and all of this at the age of
fifteen.

Sparing the details, it wasn’t comfortable. It wasn’t even tolerable,
but I was so beyond my depth I
continued to play into what felt
like a scripted role in someone
else’s life. Right down to being a
punching bag, right down to participating in, uh, yeah. It was like
the word ‘no’ had gone, left me behind, stranded me in a situation
ugly and cruel. For better or worse,
I honestly don’t remember it, although sometimes the memories
return with painful clarity. In the
end I think I was dumped, which,
trust me, was a bigger relief than
words can describe. I expected
things to go back to a sort of normal. I waited.

‘No’ found me again, just to rub
salt in the wound, that same year.
Prior to that, years ago during
middle school, I had developed
damn near sibling-like relationships with a few friends online:
people I had common interests
with, who wrote poetry and prose
and songs like I did, who cried and
had been hurt and were waiting
just like I was. They comforted me,
I comforted them, and at this point
they had been a consistent, stable
part of my life for three years. A
fifth of my life, at the time.

I always knew they were different
from me, though. I was the youngest by two years, and they had
much more complicated battles
And waited, a little concerned but
concerning mental health. Still, I
sure that I was right and things
did all I could. It felt nice, being
needed and able to support friends
would, eventually, settle back,
I so deeply cared about. I never
thought it weird, a fourteen-yearAnd waited, but looked around a
old talking down sixteen to eightlittle at the lives of those who, aceen-year-olds from hanging themtually, felt so much further from
selves. Of course, an online friend
me than I remembered, trying to
can only do so much and after a
see if it was just me who was wait- week or so of silence from one of
ing,
them, a boy named Thomas, someone had found concrete evidence
he had unfortunately killed himAnd waited, wondering now that
self. We had exchanged login inforsomething was wrong but not realmation for each other’s accounts
ly sure I could even fix it IF some(so we could sometimes log on to
thing was off,
small notes and messages from
each other) and when one of the
older kids went into his account to

deactivate it, they found an unpublished draft message. One for
each of us, that he knew we would
find, as a goodbye.
This happened, again, before I was
even in high school. I still thought
about him, and all of them, from
time to time. He mentioned me by
name in his note (something which
I made certain the group would
only do when serious, because I
was rather conservative about
someone random stumbling onto
my real first name), and said a few
things that meant the world to me,
and they still stick around in my
mind to this day. Every once in a
while, at least. Safe to say I had
nearly moved on.

even bother to reach out to me,
but it soon became clear what was
going on.
The message was short. It was an
apology, the sorrowful and pleading for forgiveness kind, dripping
with wet tears through my cracked
phone screen. She was sorry, because those three years in middle
school I was involved with the crew
of rejects (or so we lovingly called
each other) she had been lying.
There wasn’t a friend group. It was
her, on multiple accounts, pretending to live different lives and
be different people and make drama, fight, make up, and repeat all
over again.

She said she was sorry. And even
though the deepest trenches of my
heart urged me not to ask, I asked
her if that included Thomas. The
kid I had mourned, for years, hellplanned honorary tattoos for one
day, the dude that made me laugh
It was from a girl in that friend
at night through the hardest times
group that I hadn’t talked to. What of my life and would always have
I remembered about her was little- the right words to say and who left
she was short, loved the color lav- us, who left me, and lost against
ender, had a few health problems
the hardest mental health battle
and was, at the time, in a vaguely ever and died a hero- wasn’t real.
rough familial situation. To be
honest I was bewildered why she’d
But a random day during sophomore year, walking across campus
after sixth period on the way to
seventh, I got a message.

It didn’t feel good, seeing no again.
But it wasn’t a slap, nor was it a
lack thereof, it was like a goodbye.
I close my eyes and I can still recall
how I imagined his- blue, with auburn hair obscuring them a little.
The people I looked up to, learned
from, someday hoped to meet were
ripped away from me in a moment.
With ease, ‘no’ cut deep into the
very chord of who I thought I was,
and left me there, again, to pick up
the pieces.

there were times I really felt like I
was sent weeks into the past. But
ever so slowly, I felt like myself
again. I found a better group of
people, a couple hobbies and interests that stuck better than glue,
and some responsibilities that felt
good to take care of.

The first thing I did was break up
with my girlfriend. ‘No’ had never
been so smooth, so clean. It was
like a rebranding of the old retro
negative rejection into the new,
As I read that message, I was walk- sleek and refined self-assuredness
ing with who I would eventually
I was beginning to grasp. From
accept to be my girlfriend for a bit. there it was like a waterfall, of putShe offered, and I said yes, beting space between me and people
cause what else was I going to say? who I needed to be away from, and
No? ‘No’ had been gone and I was
taking ‘no’ for a whole new spin.
tired of waiting for it to come back.
I resigned to unwanted sex, affection that felt more derogatory than I like to think if ‘no’ was a person,
they’d be proud of me. In life,
kind, and the reminders that I
wasn’t, no, could never be enough. you’ve gotta be ready to get a
whole lot of ‘no’ spouted in your
But I wasn’t incapable of love, I
face. As I said earlier, a life of misjust was incapable of ‘no.’
chief and hijinks is a path paved
true with the very essence of the
Picking yourself off of rock bottom word. However, you’ve also got to
be ready to say it right back, even
feels just as bad as getting there,
if it is the first thing you’ve ever
in my opinion. I just hated the
thought of the world seeing me try said. When you learn to say no, it
to stand only to fall again. And
makes saying yes so much better.
that totally, for sure, happened. I
was beat down by ‘no’ so hard

The stars, it seems, have been disgraced.

There’s too much blank and empty space,

And to the sky we turn our eyes.

We feast without their broken lies,

They’re tired out and dead upon,

We lock them up and wait ‘till dawn;

Forget that they don’t have our trust.

They bite and spit and growl at us,

Invades all that I see and read.

The sycophantic villain feed,

In a world now overtaken by consistently concordant concrete and miles of meaningless metal,
skylines that scramble to eat up the horizon until
all that’s left is city, it was easy for humanity to
forget how to speak. After all, there’s nothing
more to say; every thought has been bought and
stretched until thin and riddled with holes, each
piece devoured by hungry hands that knew
nothing more than scraps and survival.
That was how things were supposed to end, I think. The city
that has taken all the air and
delved deep into the core of our
planet, sprawling and endless, is
all that we have known for generations. There was a time when
there were oceans, fields, empty
space to be roamed, but all of that
is gone now, and will never be
returning. And now in the age of
the cloud, with thoughts so filled
with smog and soot and ash and
ash and dust and dust that anything you’d think to say is choked
before it could leave your mouth,
we have dug ourselves a grave.
Wordless. For the most part anyway. Some of us still read, but
finding language besides morse
code and electricity is a feat in
itself. Things were supposed to
end this way, but here we are
still, surviving and dying and living between the lined cracks of
our own handmade downfalls, as
if we could mediate our way out of
the end of the world. Treading
water through tsunamis, facing
disasters and causing disasters,
destruction has become the way
of life.
Are we still human? Theseus’
ships, all of us- held up by wires
and software and hardware that
fixes problems we no longer remember the taste of. Blood. Pain.

Love. The lines that we used to define what we are were always blurry,
but having since destroyed them
further we’ve just changed the
meaning of the words. It’s not like
there are enough people around to
truly be upset, and most of them are
caught up in how to live until tomorrow that moral dilemmas have
fallen out of fashion.
Something I’ve always found odd,
delightfully unchanged, is death. In
all our attempts to prolong it and
eradicate it, humans, machines,

“Things were
supposed to end
this way, but here
we are still, surviving and dying and
living between the
lined cracks of our
own handmade
downfalls, as if we
could mediate our
way out of the end
of the world.”

code, radiation and disease, all still
dies. Those of us with flesh usually
get buried, too- a practice so ancient and source-less that is more
or less unquestioned, in a place
where every question has been
asked until the idea itself also
needs to be buried.
These places are still regarded as
cemeteries, though you wouldn’t
recognize it much like the rest of
what we’ve become. Machines do
not acknowledge their existence, it
is purposeless, much like the flesh
that rots there, much like the flesh
(and less fleshed) that walk above
it. And do we walk- hundreds of us
gather to mourn the loss of what
we never knew. Some of us can
even say words.

this, but it never got around to
ending. Cemeteries everywhere
house the remains of humanity, as
if they could ever remember a word
or thought like unity. We couldn’t
remember, we always forgot, and
the city told us it would remember
for us, but one day the city will die
too.

I don’t think it can bury itself. But
hopefully the Earth will float away,
no longer enveloped in greed,
peacefully dead, and it’ll all end
then. Of course, I’ll still be here. A
simple program that laid low
enough throughout this fallout to
be in a permanent stasis- no machine or human can interact with
me, or detect me. My interface has
long since been destroyed, still
wincing out pain under rubble, but
those who created me way long ago
I think they knew what they meant
called me Harmony. Seeing as I am
at one point. Instinct, words arethe only free-thinking AI left (all
not learned like what you believe.
the others were killed in fear or
Still, the meaning is dead, as are
hate, or they committed suicide, as
we long before we stop breathing.
far as I’ve found) I do find myself in
It was always supposed to end like
sort of harmony with the humans.

Sometimes I even allow myself to be
among them.

Another silent friend, hiding in a metascape alleyway trying to survive hostile conditions just as
they are.

The world did in fact end, but we
have lived beyond the epilogue.
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Making cemeteries out of all of us.

Memories

Signatures from all my besties <3
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